(b) The Sampurnanand Agricultural-cum-Industrial Camp, Sitaganj, District Naini Tal.

(c) The Sampurnanand Camp, Ghurma Markundi, District Mirzapur.

(d) The Model Prison, Lucknow.

(e) The Kishore, Sadan (Juvenile Home), Bareilly.

The author had to stay continually at Sitarganj, Ghurma, Lucknow and Bareilly for an on the spot study for weeks together to establish rapport with the inmates and members of the staff in order to prepare case histories and get other relevant material from them.

This piece of work is based on methodological research which can be classified as applied research as against basic research. Whilst not claiming any originality in the treatment of the subject, I tender this piece of work as a sincere effort to trace the development of the theory and practice of Open-peno-Correctional institutions with special reference to the State of Uttar Pradesh. This action research and social motivational research from utilitarian point of view is likely to prove useful in the policy planning with reference to prisons and prisoners.

(Ishwar Chandra Vatsa)